swarthy as a Moor, with dark lively eyes to which high-arching brows
lent an expression of humorous surprise, and a heavy dewlap behind
the black pointed beard that sprouted from his chin. Whilst the two
nephews and Lomellino looked reproval upon Prosperous boldness,
and Grimaldi non-committaiiy stroked his beard, Don Alvaro frankly
smiled.
The Admiral showed no impatience. "There are differences
between hazards. Some it would be cowardly to avoid; others rash
to accept. In a soldier, I need not tell you, between rashness and
cowardice there is little to choose.*'
"Here I do not perceive rashness in going forward," Prospero
insisted.
Instantly Gianettino was bristling. "Does that mean that you
perceive cowardice ? If so, be plain."
Prospero sighed. It was really a labour to keep the peace with
these aggressive Doria cubs. "I should be plain if I did," he answered
quietly.
The Lord Andrea explained. His information was that Barbarossa
had sent out messages recalling his Corsair captains: to Cherchell for
their old friend Dragut-Reis; to Zerbi for that other scourge of Christen-
dom,, Sinan-Reis, the Jew of Smyrna, who was suspected of magic
because he could take a declination with a cross-bow; and to Aydin,
who was called Cachadiablo by the Spaniards.
"These,** said Prospero, "are so many reasons for pressing on
before such reinforcements reach him."
But Doria shook his head. "My information is that he is too
strong already."
Don Alvaro entered the argument. "I had not gathered that his
fleet is in greater strength than ours."
"But behind his fleet there are the guns of his fortresses."
"In weight of metal," answered Prospero, "the preponderance of
our artillery is beyond dispute." Changing his tone, he set himself
to plead. "The credit of Christian valour is here at stake. To avoid
the encounter is to impair it. So far unchecked, these Corsairs are
masters of our sea."
"Masters!" sneered Filippino.
"Masters," Prospero insisted. "The Moors of Andalusia appeal
for succour to this Barbarossa, and no Castilian ship has yet ventured
to check the responses that he makes. He has carried off already some
seventy thousand Spanish subjects. In the bagnio at Algiers we know
that more than seven thousand Christian slaves lie at the mercy of the
Infidel. To desist now from our enterprise is to earn Barbarossa's
scorn and increase his audacity."
"That is well said," Don Alvaro supported him. "Por Dios!
That is well said. My Lord Admiral, there can be no retreat,'*
"Retreat is not in my mind," was the gruff reply. "But Algiers
can wait until we have dealt with the reinforcements upon which
Barbarossa counts. Expected at Algiers, we descend instead upon
Cherchell and destroy Dragut. What do you say to that, sirs?"
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